Milk Carton Village

Parent Note: Not suitable for children under the age of 3

Materials:
• 1 Prairie Farms Milk Half Gallon Carton
• 2 Prairie Farms Heavy Whipping Cream
  One Pint Cartons
• White acrylic craft paint and brush
• Knife or box cutter (with help from a parent)
• Copy paper and printer
• Glue
• Hot Glue
• Roving wool or poly-fill stuffing

Step 1:
Clean out cartons with soap and water and apply 1–2 coats of white acrylic craft paint to cover any bright colors. Let paint dry.

Step 2:
With help from a parent, use a knife or box cutter to cut out the bottom of the cartons. Remove the cap and cut out plastic spouts. Feel free to adjust heights of the cartons too! After the bottom is removed, wipe down inside of carton with a paper towel.

Step 3:
Print PDF templates for the house pieces onto regular copy paper and cut out the patterns of your choice. The half gallon house pattern sheet is sized to fit the sides of the half gallon carton and the pint sheet is sized for the pint sides. Print out multiple copies of each pattern sheet to cover all sides. Use the door and window patterns for both sizes. Attach these templates to the cartons with glue in any design.

Step 4:
To add a chimney, cut small rectangles out of the bottoms of the cartons, add patterns from template (sized to how large your chimney is) and attach to carton houses with hot glue. Add a bit of roving wool or poly-fill stretched out to the chimney top to make smoke.

Step 5:
To make a whole milk carton city, get more half gallon and pint cartons and repeat!
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*Milk Carton Village One Pint Carton House Patterns*
Milk Carton Village Door and Window Patterns